Barthes: worksheet

Media Theory for A Level

Revise it:

chapter 1
page 1-5

concept one: denotation and connotation
1. What does Barthes tell us is a
denotative reading?

2. What is a connotative reading and
how does it differ from denotation?

3. Identify the connotations of the following elements of the I, Daniel Blake poster .
Element

Denotative element

Potential Connotation

Model pose

The model poses with a
raised fist

The raised fist symbolises...

Costume

The man in the poster
wears a black hat and
worn out clothing

The rough and ready clothing infers...

Setting

The man is pictured
against a grey
background

The grey background suggests...

Typography

The words ‘I, Daniel
Blake’ are handwritten at
the bottom of the poster.

The handwritten lettering connotes...

Composition

The man is positioned on
the left handside of the
screen and is walking
towards the left.

The left hand positioning implies...
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4. Audiences use which of the
following to decode media imagery?

5. What does Barthes
tell us anchorage is?

Media Theory for A Level
7. Colour choices help to convey
connotations in media design. What
connotations do the following
colours produce?

8. Barthes suggests that media
products are open to mutiple readings for what reason?

red
green

a. Their cultural knowledge
b. Their experience of similar products
c. Their innate knowledge of media
design
d. Their knowledge of fashion c

black
white
blue
Anchorage

Text components
in newspapers
- headers and
captions are used to
anchor meaning.

9. Using one of your print set texts, locate more examples of anchorage look for products that contain captions, headlines or descriptions.
text
element

imagery text
element refers to

potential connotation

6. How
does the header of
this front page change
the meaning of the
accompanying image?

Vocab tip:

Barthes
suggests that
media imagey is

polysemic

- that imagery
conevys multiple
meanings
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